♣ ♦ Playing Card Meanings ♡ ♠

♡

Hearts:

Keywords

Feelings

A♡

an emotional beginning, the arrival of something you love

2♡

exchange of love in a partnership with another, a decision to be made with
your heart

3♡

celebration and fun with others

4♡

emotionally closed off, not seeing an opportunity being offered to you

5♡

depression, boredom, needing to give something up that's not serving you
anymore

6♡

childhood friends, emotional give & take, something from the past pops up

7♡

lots of choices & options today, what will you choose?

8♡

emotional journey, moving forward, giving up what no longer serves you,
taking a walk in nature

9♡

make a wish, this is the "genie in a bottle" card, high manifestation ability

10 ♡

contentment, family, feeling happily ever after

J♡

examining how you feel, perhaps a Pisces, Scorpio or Cancer male
interacts with you, enthusiastic & romantic feelings, youthful energy

Q♡

empathic & nurturing motherly energy, intuition is strong, perhaps a
Cancer/Pisces/Scorpio person interacts with you, a good day to cook or
bake

K♡

A creative man likely of Cancer/Scorpio or Pisces influence might interact
with you, seeing a project to the end

♢

Diamonds:

Keywords

The Material
World

A♢

new money or resources coming in

2♢

balancing your work and family life, a happy choice

3♢

collaboration with others, creativity, calling an expert

4♢

working on your finances, balancing your chakras for stability

5♢

financial worry, feeling that there's a downturn in life

6♢

creating a balance of giving and receiving, not judging others

7♢

a pause (a consideration) before taking the next step. taking stock of what
you have so far, making a gratitude list.

8♢

happiness in your work, a profitable undertaking

9♢

enjoying a glass of wine with a book, thinking of good qualities you
inherited from your parents, enjoying the little things, having some nice 'Me
Time'

10 ♢

wealth opportunity, feeling abundant and spiritual, a cycle has come to an
end in a good way

J♢

learning something, someone with Taurus/Virgo/Capricorn influence,
school stuff

Q♢

earth mother energy, cooking something delicious, fertility, enjoying taste
and smell, a woman with Taurus/Virgo or Capricorn influence interacts with
you today

K♢

the feeling of abundance, looking at your assets, perhaps a wealthy man
with Taurus/Virgo or Capricorn influence interacts with you today

♤

Spades:

Keywords

Thoughts &
Talking

A♤

a new idea, seeing the truth, clear thinking

2♤

indecision, checking in with your soul to make the right choice

3♤

heartache, betrayal, cutting tthrough to the heart of the matter, truth, going
to bed early (tomorrow is a better day.)

4♤

a calm feeling, recharging, knowing you've made good choices, resting,
relaxing, meditating, taking a nice afternoon nap

5♤

quarrels, feeling defeated, unfairness, choosing words wisely to not hurt
others, seeing the good in others even if they're being a-holes.

6♤

moving forward, moving residences, mental journey, knowing that better
times are ahead, moving away from a crappy situation, taking a bike ride, a
boating trip, a walk in nature near water

7♤

taking what you need from a situation, or perhaps something is stolen from
you, might be a sneaky/cunning person to watch out for or someone is
lying to you

8♤

feeling bothered, a breakthrough or else indecisiveness, write down the
thing that taunts you and burn it

9♤

insomnia, worry, anxiety, walk barefoot if possible for a few minutes to
ground yourself, think of how you'd like to see the ideal outcome instead

10 ♤

the end of a situation that's been bothering you, a new way of thinking, out
with the old in with the new!

J♤

feeling smart, could be a Gemini/Libra/Aquarius person interacting with you
today, young and fresh perspective

Q♤

analytical; the feeling of logic over emotion, a smart woman who could be
of Gemini/Libra/Aquarius influence interacts with you, honesty, learning
something, reading and writing

K♤

clear expression of thoughts, intellectual accomplishments,interactions with
a man who's of Gemini/Libra/Aquarius influence

♧

Clubs:

Keywords

Action &
Intention

A♧

Magic is in the air, an exciting opportunity for that which you desire

2♧

new partnerships, the planning stage for the future

3♧

assessing new options and your past accomplishments, waiting for your
ship to come in

4♧

launching something, celebration, harmony, feeling brave and stable

5♧

people getting all worked up. struggle & agitation. exercise or else go back
to bed.

6♧

victory, accolades, being recognized for something cool you did

7♧

defending yourself, doing something new and exciting, igniting passion in
others

8♧

new information coming quickly, air travel, wiFi stuff, speedy day

9♧

venturing in the unknown, courage, non-conforming rebellious energy,
being different and unique

10 ♧

taking on too much, asking for help, taking a break

J♧

urge to travel and explore new things, impulsiveness, could be youthful
energy or about your teenager

Q♧

fiery energy, busy and multi-tasking, you're popular with the people today,
sexual, actress-like. Aries/Leo/Sagittarius energy

K♧

feeling certain of yourself, inspiring others, following your passions in life,
Aries/Leo/Sagittarius man could interact with you today.

